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I am delighted to welcome you to the second NAFD 
Summer School and to three days of thought-provoking 
insight and original thinking, as we explore the issues 
affecting funeral service today, and in the future. 
In the heart of our Five Year Strategy, the NAFD has set out an 
ambition to anticipate and shape the future by leading a national 
conversation about funerals and bereavement - sharing knowledge, 
provoking discussion, building connections and inspiring new 
thinking and growth within the funeral profession. 

This Summer School is at the heart of that ambition. It forms a key aspect of 
our market-leading education programme, which seeks to support all funeral 
professionals in reaching their full potential and, in the last year alone, has seen 
the launch of new programmes for funeral service operatives, a new certificate 
in funeral arranging and administration, the accreditation at Level 4 of our 
higher level funeral directing programme - and the piloting of an ambitious and  
world-leading CPD platform, the NAFD Learning Hub. 

The funeral profession continues  
to be at the centre of change. 
Not only regulatory change, but  
cultural change too - with growth  
of direct cremation as a funeral choice, 
the potential for alternative forms of 
disposal and a renewed commitment  
to celebrating the life of someone who 
has died, following the restrictions of the 
pandemic.

This is a quite extraordinary time to 
be a leader in the funeral profession 
and I hope you look forward to sharing 
inspiring, challenging and honest 
conversations with fellow delegates,  
as we seek to explore, understand  
and influence the role of funeral  
service in modern society. 

Jon Levett,  
NAFD Chief Executive

Foreword

Jon Levett, NAFD Chief Executive

St. Chad’s is one of the oldest and 
smallest colleges in Durham. Situated  
within a stone’s throw from Durham 
Cathedral – a World Heritage Site –  
St. Chad’s occupies a row of Georgian 
town houses along the North Bailey.

St Chad’s College is situated in the shadow 
of Durham Cathedral’s east end, and to the 
rear it overlooks the River Wear. The central 
location of St Chad’s makes it an ideal base 
for exploring the city and surrounding 
countryside. Though a small College,  
St Chad’s is spread across an unusually rich 
collection of Grade II listed properties.

Main College, where the Summer School 
event is being held, is, as the name suggests, 
the main focus of much of College life. Half 
of the building was constructed in the 18th 
century, and the rest was added in 1961. 
The newest parts are not yet listed, but the 
oldest parts are Grade II listed. The City 
Wall, which runs behind the whole of the 
Main site, is Grade I listed. The four wings 
of Main College revolve around the glass-
covered Quad, this was constructed during 
2002-3 by covering and enclosing a largely-
unused pre-existing quad. 

Durham University’s Centre for Death 
and Life Studies is hosted within the UK  
and worldwide top-ranking Department 
of Theology and Religion with Prof. 
Douglas Davies FBA as Director, and 
associates drawn from many subject areas 
both at Durham and beyond, including 
Holland, Spain, and USA. 

It fosters and conducts research across a wide 
spectrum of issues, and occasionally hosts visiting 
scholars, in recent years this has included visitors 
from Finland, Netherlands, and Japan. Projects have 
included, woodland burial with Dr Hannah Rumble, 
Cremation in Scotland (published as Cremation 
in Modern Scotland: History, Architecture and 
the Law, 2017, Jupp, Davies, Grainger, Raeburn 
and White), which also led to Hilary Grainger’s 
magnificent book Designs on Death:  
The Architecture of Scottish Crematoria, 2020. 

Hilary is one of The Centre’s special professors, 
as is Allan Kellehear whose most recent book 
is Visitors at Time of Death, Finding Meaning 
and Purpose in Near-Death Phenomena, 2020. 
Associates, Professor Geoffrey Scarre of Philosophy 
and Charlotte Roberts FBA of archaeology have 
also published much on death-linked topics, while 
Prof. Mark Sandy of Durham’s English Department 
with Prof. Cravoli, recently published an edited 
conference output Ghostly Encounters: Cultural 
and Imaginary Representations of the Spectral from 
the nineteenth Century to the Present, including a 
chapter by Douglas Davies. Prof. Davies’s influential 
Death, Ritual and Belief: The Rhetoric of Funerary 
Rites, first published in 1997, reached its Third 
Edition in 2017, including revised work on theories 
of grief, this complements his major work Mors 
Britannica: Lifestyle and Death-Style in Britain 
Today, 2015. The Centre encourages postgraduate 
research and currently has people working on 
funerals in Scotland, English parishes, Pagan Funeral 
Rites, and on alkaline hydrolysis – Resomation. 

Centre for  
Death and Dying



Albert Einstein once said, of education,  
that it is not about “the learning of facts,  
but the training of the mind to think.”

The NAFD is fortunate to have a progressive Board 
of Education and NAFD education team, who 
share this determination to create learning and 
development opportunities which inspire progressive 
thinking and enable all of us to reach our full 
potential. In doing so, I believe our profession will be 
in the best possible place to deliver outstanding care 
for those who die and their bereaved families. 

As an NAFD tutor, there is nothing that gives me 
greater pleasure than watching a discussion unfold, 
among my students, where they take a topic we are 
learning about and explore it between them, sharing 
ideas, recounting experience and testing possible 
approaches or solutions. It is the rare opportunity 
to spend three days engrossed in those kinds of 
progressive, enriching and challenging discussions 
that make NAFD Summer School such a valuable 
investment in time for leaders in the profession. 

I would like to thank Professor Douglas Davies, one 
of the UK’s leading anthropologists and theologians, 
for hosting Summer School for a second year. 
The agenda for the next three days is a diverse 
and exciting one – and I wish you an inspiring and 
thought-provoking weekend, leaving you bursting 
to the brim with ideas to take back to your own 
businesses and colleagues.

John Adams DipFD. 
NAFD President

A warm welcome 
to the second 
NAFD Summer 
School at Durham 
University! 

John Adams DipFD. NAFD President

Programme 2022

Day 1 – 
Monday  
11th July

11.30pm Mid Morning Arrival with coffee, tea and biscuits

12.50pm Welcome – Kate Edwards, NAFD Immediate Past President

1pm Lunch

2 – 4pm Seminar 1: Highlight of the complementary nature 
of poetry, grief and changes in funeral practice

6.30pm Dinner at St Chads

Day 2 – 
Tuesday  
12th July

8 – 9.30am Breakfast

9.45am Seminar 2: Poetry Grief and Remembrance

11am Morning tea / coffee break

11.20am Seminar 3: Resomation in the UK

1pm Lunch

2pm Seminar 4: Making of Resomation History 
and death online in the UK

3.15pm Afternoon coffee, tea and biscuits

3.30pm Seminar 4: Continued - Making of Resomation 
History and death online in the UK

4pm Close for day

6.30pm BBQ at St Chads

Day 3 – 
Wednesday 
13th July

8 – 9.30am Breakfast

9.45am Seminar 5: Impact of Covid-19 on Direct Cremation

11am Morning tea / coffee break

11.20am Summary and Closing Remarks from Alison Crake -  
Chair of NAFD Board of Education 

1pm Lunch

2pm Delegates depart



Seminar 1 
Highlight of the complementary nature of  
poetry, grief and changes in funeral practice
Introduction and extension from 2021 -  
Words - Music - Ritual - Symbolism.

Words Against Death - leading into poetry.

Delegates will be asked to bring along an example of a 
piece of poetry from a funeral they have been involved  
in - to initiate a reflective discussion session -  
not a personal experience.

Music - Memory - Memorial - reference to absence  
of music and words in Covid pandemic.

Prof. Douglas Davies

Seminar 2  
Poetry Grief and Remembrance.  
Followed by open discussion on poetry in funerals
By Emeritus Professor Stephen Regan of Durham University 
Department of English.

Discuss poetry and enable delegates to go into places of poetry 
that they haven’t explored before.

Emeritus Prof. Stephen Regan

Seminar 3 
Resomation in the UK
Discussion on research from PhD Student Georgina Robinson -  
including experience of field trip to USA and alkaline hydrolysis.

How has this method been offered in the USA and what is  
the experience?

Highlighting cultural images and sales depiction of innovation -  
focusing on social, cultural, values and attitudes.

Georgina Robinson - PhD Student

Seminar 4  
Making of Resomation History 
and death online in the UK
Prof. Douglas Davies account of the first UK resomation.

Feedback on research - thoughts, experiences and responses  
of individuals who witnessed the first resomation.

Prof. Douglas Davies

Short presentation from a current student of Centre for  
Death and Life Studies - ‘Student’s View of Death Online:  
from essay to conference presentation’.

Jonathan Lethaby - Undergraduate Student

Seminar 5 
Impact of Covid -19 on Direct Cremation
Funded by Cremation Society - outcomes of the research project.

Final Discussion on Experience of Funeral Directing in a pandemic.

Contrast to traditional funerals - no music, words, ritual.

Prof. Douglas Davies

Seminars

Themes  
Poetry - emotion - memory prompting discussion of people’s 
poems and funerals with collective input by delegates.

Images of funerary surrounding alkaline hydrolysis - empirical 
observations and interpretations by Prof. Douglas Davies

National Memorial Arboretum,  
Issues on Direct Cremation. 
Handover issues of the deceased from Funeral Director’s to 
Cremation staff.



www.nafd.org.uk


